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The drama of Sino・American rap
prochement has taken place in an inter
national milieu that is decisively differ
ent from the bipolar, cold war pattern
of the past. At least on the surface, the
world today is moving fast toward a
tripolar or four-polar, possibly five
polar structure. As is clear from Pres
ident Nixon’s foreign policy speech to
the Congress in Fe�ruary, 1972, the
United States is seeking a new interna・
tional political stability throu?"h ’a
balance of power in the new multipolar
structure. A closer look at the situation,
however, seems to show that multipolar
ization involves an infinite variety of
power combinations which ·will increase
the complexity and fluidity of interna
tional relations. Thus, as the U.S. and
China edge toward a better relation
ship, friction between the combination
and other combinations of powers will
be generated.
Within the framewol'・K of multipolar
ization, colorful great power diplomacy
will' be carried on in the future among
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the U.S., China, and the U.S.S.R. 'The
three great powers will find themselves
in a kind of closed circle wherein “the
snake fears the leech; the leech fears
the frog, and the frog, in turn, fears
the snake."
Apart from the entanglements of
national interests and ulterior objec
tives of such “great-power politics，”
the WOl＇・Id will continue to suffer from
local hostilities caused by national,
racial, religious ·or ideological antago
nisms. Wars in the Middle Ea�t and
Indochina, north-south tension in the
!{orean peninsula, and the recent parti
tion of East Pakistan are all examples
of the hostili�ies that the rational ap
proach of big-power politics cannot
solve.
、iVith the advent of a truly intema
tional age and the admission of main
land China into the United Nations, one
would expect that international politics
would become better organized and
more institutionalized. But, one hostil
ity after another keeps breaking out in
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vulnerable parts of the world. As these
areas are left behind by sweeping steps
forward in big-power diplomacy, serious
repercussions and frustrations will in
evitably arise in the countries con
cerned.
This will be particularly true of coun・
tries surrounding China - South Ko・
1·ea, Taiwan, and even North Vietnam
and the Liberation Front in South Viet
nam. The last two will stress more than
ever before the role of the Paris Con
ference in the settlement of the war;
otherwise they risk allowing an agree
ment by the U.S. and China over their
heads. The Soviet !!nion will definitely
stand behind the Vietnamese demands,
which will in turn further complicate
the way toward peaceful settlement of
hostilities in Indochina. In other words,
the most serious repercussions of the
Sino-American talks will be the inten
si:fication of the Vietnam War at its
final stage. Herein lies the basic dilem
ma for both China and the United
States.
Next is the Taiwan question. It be
came very clear by the joint Com mu
nique that both China and the United
States are going to take the time to find
a permanent solution which will be
sought in long-range, careful negotiat
iug. Both are going to move cautiously.
China, for example, did not de�and
immediate abrogation of the USA圃Tai
wan mutual defense treaty, nor imme
diate withdrawal of U.S. forces from
Taiwan. The United States, for its part,
while admitting that the People’s Re
public is the sole legitimate government
of all China, did not back clown on its
“One China, but not now”policy stand.*
We are given the slightest suggestion in
the communique that they seem to have
ag1�eed on withdrawal of American
troops in the near future (perhaps
during Nixon's second term in office).
*For discussion of the formation of the
n ew Nixon-Kissinger China policy, character
i:r.ed by “One China, but not now，” see '.Mor
ton .Abramo,vitz and Richard 1\forstecr, Re
·9nαk初g CMi同Policy: U.S.-Clti1悶 Relalicin目s
and ·Govenmientα1・ Decision-Maldnq,
Cnm·
bridge: Harvard Univarsity Press, 197'i.
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If there 'vas such an agreement, on the
face of it Nixon would be able to sus
tain his commitment to the present
treaty with Taiwan, for some time to
come, without abandoning his “old
friend." At the same time, he would
actually be able to work for a solution
of the “China problem.”It is important
to note here that Peldng has not recent
ly demand�d the abrogation of the
treaty. Behind the change in policy on
the Taiwan issue, I believe, lie consicl
erations of the threat from the Soviet
Union. The more threatened China feels
by the U.S.S.R., the more softened and
compromising she will be in negotia
tions with the United States. If China
did not feel such a great threat from
Russia, she would probably have taken
a much tougher stand toward the U.S.
on the Taiwan issue.
In 1969 when Soviet h'・oops repre
senting
superior
military
strength
massed at the Chinese border. they in・
itiated small-scale hostilities. Even 110\V,
according to one source, 1,300,000 So
viet soldiers a1·e stationed near the
northern areas of China. But this by no
means comprises the entire th1・eat Chi
na feels from her Russian neighbor.
The Brezhnev doctrine, once so un
popular in Asia, has been making diplo
matic and military headway for the
U.S.S.R., and recently "in Asia, this
has been tr叫y impressive. (Military
gains here refers to the growing Soviet
naval force in the area.) The Brezhnev
doctrine became increasingly more ef
fective with a drift toward American
evacuation from Asia and in proportion
to China’s Asian policy fai�ures: The
first tangible result was the signing of
a treaty between the U.S.S.R. and Iri
dia in August, 1971. The signi cance 0f
that treaty may have been overlooked
so far, but while it takes the form f a
�
peace treaty, providing for immediate
consultation between the two countries
should an emergency arise, it has au the
earmarks of a military treaty.
The United States literally poured aid
into India after the wa.r, but even that
seemed to hav� little effect. As .. ,.tp.e
Americans were ready to give it
a·s
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a lost. cause, the Soviets were given a
plum chance to tie up relations with
India. Wi�h the groun�work laid, the
India-Pakistan and the independence of
Bangladesh handed over an even bigger
slice of influence in that area to the
Sov-iet Union.
On the one hand, China remained
consistently on the side of the oppres
sors, supporting West Pakistan’s mili
tary tyranny, in consideration of her
·own interests and because of conflict
ing relations with the Soviet Union and
India. The People’s Daily �ad no� a line
about the suffering and discrimination
of the Bengalis in Pakistan, and not a
word of sympathy for the hopes and
lll・gency of independence for Bangla
desh. All it did was to condemn the
“aggression of the Indian i·eactionaries”
and the “plots of the Soviet socialist
revisionist imperialists.”
Moreover, the Pe.ople’s Dαily in an
editorial flung away the public commit
ment of China to uphold �he poor and
oppressed of the world, simply by i·e
garding the “so-called state of Bengal
as nothing more than history repeating
itself, from the oJd Manchul王uo [pup
pet government〕to today's Bengal.”
Seen eit】ier from the basic nature of
the issue or from w】mt has actually hap
pened, China’s logic was“extremely irresponsible.”According to the Chinese
logic, the Sihanouk government”could
exist in exile in Peking as the“United
National Government of the Cambodian
Kingdom，＇’ while Bangladesh was i·e
garded only as a puppet regime. Such
logic proved totally unconvincing. Fur
thermor・e, the Maoists within East
Bengal were given no support and were
forced into extraordinary di節culty be
cause the problem of Bangladesh in
volved delicate issues for the Asian
mentality as a whole. It had the effect
of deepening and widening the scepti
cism about China. The image of China
among Asians plummeted as they
watched her reactions to Bangladesh.
She committed a grave breach of faith

．
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傘Extremely Irresponsible Logie, Open· Ag
gression，”People’s Daily, December 6, 1971.
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in the long run and what was left be
hind was the fact that among the wea
pons of the oppressors were guns made
in Amer匂a, and also guns made in
China.
Earlier, I spoke of the increasing in
fluence of the Soviet Union in Indo
china, growing in the shadow of Sino
American rapprochement. There is less
reason than ever now to deny the pos
s1bility that, in view of Soviet naval
power in particular, the influence of the
Soviet Union might extend to the Tai
wan Straits, and then to the National
ist government itself. Further, the
question of Taiwan is fast becoming an
international issue. There is no guaran
tee that, depending on internal shifts
of power, Taiwan will not consider
some kind of tie with the Soviet Union,
especially if there should be only lim
ited options in the future or if a crisis
more trying than the present one looms
on the horizon.
China is perhaps most apprehensive
about this possibility. One month be
fore President Nixon visited Peking, a
representative
of
the
China-Japan
Friendship Association went so far as
to disclose before a visiting group of
Japanese labor leaders the .fact that in
1958 Khrushchev had put in a bid for
a China-Soviet joint fleet, which would,
m effect, have put China in the bag. It
was already in the cards, as far as
China was concerned, however, that
there would be a detente with the United
States, and in the process, American
troops would be withdrawn from the
Taiwan Straits and from the island it
self. It was clearly necessary to check,
therefore, any Russian moves to come
in and fill the vacuum.
From the above, it is possible to con
Jecture about the failure of China to
rnclude in the joint Communique i抱
demand for the abrogation of the Tai
wan-United States treaty. In any case,
the points where the two were most
fully in agreement during the recent
t_a lks include the eventual evacuation of
American military forces from Asia. in
clu ing Taiwan, and the freezin宮o the
Asian status quo emerging therefrom;
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in other words, they宅agreed that any
drastic change in the situation in Asia
should be avoided.
This very policy of freezing condi
tious in Asia, however, conflicts with
the current tende�cy in this part of the
world toward greater fluidity; it also
clashes head-on with Soviet interests in
East Asia. The Soviet Union is try�ng
to establish itself as the leading force
for change in the Asian status quo by
encouraging the trend toward increased
fluidity. Thus, the results of the China
talks have the double possibility of
building a lasting bridge between Chi
na and America, and at the same time
creating a plethora of tensions in the
future of Asia
The Sino・Soviet rift, then, going be
yond the framework of both the social
ist countries and the international Com
munist movement in Asia, has the po
tential of involving varfous Asian
countries at the governmental level. In
the sense that it is deepening its pre
sence both economically and socially in
Asia today, the position of Japa�， the
number two power for change in this
region, will also conflict at times with
that of China and the United States.
One other point wherein the inter
ests of the United States and China
converge is said to relate to is stopping
Japan from developing a nuclear cap
ability. We must recognize that Japan's
international environment is by no
means simple or e.asy to deal with.
The Fut·wre .of Sin.o-Jαpanese
Rel1αtionsαnd Jαpα.n’s Options
How did most Japanese feel when
watching the “amity” of the Chinese
and American leaders as they came
through the screen via satellite� They
probably did not feel as antagonistic as
did the North Vietnamese and other
fairly wide segments of the Asian pop
ulation. Many Japanese, however, were
］�ft with a feeling of discomfor f ; they
did not want to pass it off with congra
tulations, but felt vaguely alienated,
with a sense of uneasiness. Watching
the political craftiness and dexterity of
the Chinese and American leaders right
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before their eyes, perhaps the tTapanese
said to themselves that Japan is differ
ent, after all, f�·om both China and the
United States. I myself believe that
such a response among Japancse is the
natural one, even a sound i·・eaction.

By contrast, the Japanese govem
ment, political leaders, the business
community and the mass media have
been so shaken by recent changes in the
international order that they have com
pletely lost the perspectiv� from which
to look at the world analytically, from a
wide viewpoint. They have lost the
sense of· balance with which to discern
and qualify the interior and exterior of
each occurrence, and they have been
corrupted by a sense of psychological
tension. Not knowing what to do, they
seem to be running about in utter con
fusion.
Among the people, however, there is
growing a very collected and cool, al
though still unsophisticated, sense of
international issues and the China prob
lem. I think that people have learned a
great deal, although perhaps uncon
sciously, from the series of events that
took place in China during the. six
months preceding Nixon’s visit. The
first of those lessons is that despite the
glorification of the Cultul'al Revolution
by our mass media, the fact remains
that the Lin Piao incident did occur.
This revelation aud the growing aware
ness of what it meant planted in the
minds of the people some deep doubts
about what China is doing.
The media did not clarify the scepti
�ism that this state of affairs. brought
about; on the contrary, by being very.
secretive about it, they helped magnify
the doubt. The result has been a stead
ily increasing mistrust of the China
image that our media has been offering
us. In the second place, by gaining ad
mission to the United Nations, China
has· lost the veil of mystery that once
surrounded her in the eyes of many. In
the third place, as a reaction that can
be seen especially among the younger
generation, there i� distrust of China
stemming from her· response to the
Bangladesh issue. Fourth, the view of
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China has been much affected by Sino・
American rapprochement and the Chou
Nixon talks.
All these factors have combined, and
even multiplied, to create a Japanese
citizenry which is better prepared psy
chologically to see China and the world
in a more balanced perspective. As a
result, one can feel the image of China
undergoing significant change in Japan.
As we have already noted, Japan’s
international environment is expected
to grow considerably more harsh from
now on. Such an eventuality will not
allow Japan to approach China and
other international issues with inertia
or a traditional attitude of dependence
on others’ good will and tolerance.
Japan’s difficulty in relations with the
United States, for example, stems not
simply from economic problems but
from the political problems which have
in turn arisen from China-United
We must pay
States rapprochement.
special attention here to the fact that the
Whit-e House closely analyzed the mi
nutes of the San Clemente talks in .Jan
uary. 1972 between Prime Minister Sa
b and President Nixon, co�ing to the
conclusion that internal disagreement
within the Japanese government existed
over the clause in the 1969 Sato-Johnson communique that dealt with the de・
fense of Taiwan and South Korea. The
White House took the trouble to make
such an analysis only because America
saw a safe way to change its Asia poli
cy and China policy by transferring its .
burdeus to Japan. There can be no
doubt that America wishes Japan to m・
sume her clue responsibilities for peace
in the Far East.
If only for that reason, it is necessary
that Japan develop a more autonomous
foreign policy. As far as the problems
of Taiwan and South Korea are con
cerned, ultimately, the United States
considers herself to be a third party.
Japan will have to be clearly aware,
however. that she faces much g-reater
obstacles than does the U.S.A. in this
area. Here is where we. can actually see
one of the crucial differences in the dif目
白culty in America’s relations with

•

China, and China’s l'elation with Japan.
But in Japan, it seems not to have
been sufficiently acknowledged that our
country, China’s stepbrother by destiny,
must maintain during the 1970’s and
’80s, even into the twenty-first century,
a kind of coexistence and competition
�＇：ith China that is unpl'ecedented in the
history of Sino・Japanese relations. Chi
na is per・haps more atune to this real
ity than is Japan. Chou En-lai has been
quoted as stating that “We have no big
expectations from the next government
of Japan, ei�her，＇’by which he meant,
more than simply anti-Japanese propa
ganda, that China is expecting consicl
erable difficulty in her relations with
Japan in the future.
China u’elcomed Nixon with much
enthusiasm, nevertheless, despite the
fact that the Uni ed States and ?;aiwan
are bound by a military treaty with con
comitant military presence. China con
tilmes to take a totally different attitude
toward Japan, however, by bluntly re
fusing to hold any government-level
talks until the Japanese govemment
abandons the treaty with Taiwan. Chi
na has consistently demanded this of
Japan, even though the treaty is not a
military treaty but a peace treaty, and
even though the Sato government has
finaJly begun to move, albeit timidly,
toward
seeking
official talks
with
Peking.
Today, when Sino・American relations
are progressing very quickly, we must
very carefully determine if China real
ly wants normalization of relations
with Japan. If they feel that a trade
relationship through “friendly firms•t
such as that which exists at present is
more advantageous, even at the ex
pense of normal China-Japan relations,
and that the gains for China in this ab
normal relationship are economically
and politically sufficient for the time be
ing, then we must objectively recon・
sider our China policy. I think those
Japanese who are ready to bow to any
wish on the part of China, are only to
be condemned for their lack of strens:rth.
Such attitudes only encourage Peking
to become more high-handed and de-
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manding.
In pursuing our relations with China
we must carefully weigh the responses
and attitude of China. If we can appre
ciate the deep-seated difficulties involved
in workable and lasting relations be
tween the two countries, then we can
begin to understand the flimsy super
ficiality of a Sino・Japanese relationship
based on the immediate interests and
motivations of individuals.
If, on the other hand, we are to
plunge into relations with China sim”
ply out of a sense of mission or emo
tional identity with our neighbor, we
will only end up repeating past mis・
takes. The whole issue is not merely a
matter of time, but more, one of quali
ty. What kind of relation will be most
stable and lastlng if we restore rela
tions with China? The time has come
for us to think into the very heart of
that question. Therefore, even if there
had been no such blow to Japan as the
American approach to Chin�， I think
that we must recognize that in the fate
of these two Asian countries, Japan
was des�ined to be later th�n the United
States in normalizing China relations.
With such an awareness, we must then
choose the course of action that will be
the most appropriate and acceptable to
the Japanese people.
That necessitates more than anything
else a minimum required consensus on
specific issues. It is not enough to say
that the majority of the Japanese peo
ple wish for restored relations with
China. A national consensus is neces
sary on the Taiwan question, repara
tions, and such-pi·・oblems as “Japanese
militarism.” How seriously are our
business leaders, political leaders, as
well as the mass media, concerned about
this vital necessity? I believe that long
term stability in bilatel'叫relations de
pends in the final analysis on the kind
of national consensus acceptable to the
common people and on the level of
mutual understanding among them.
It will be necessary, then, to achieve
a breakthrough in our relations with
China usin宮a somewhat roundabout ap
proach to diplomacy. Such an approach
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would aim at more than just reinforc
ing Japan’s diplomatic position to pre
pa.re for futur・e negotiations with Chi
na; it is perhaps one of the only ways
in which the long-term stability of that
i·elationship can be assured. It is also
one way in which China can be made
aware of the most natural road toward
conciliation with Japan. It seems to be
auspicious, therefore, that our Foreig1�
Ministry at last has shown signs of
awakening from its long sleep and bu
reaucratic lethargy, to begin operating
on the basis of a new, or・iginal thinking
pattern.
It is possible to view the visit to
Japan by Foreign Minister Gro�yko
some time ago as a tuming point indi圃
eating new developments in Japan
Soviet relations. Certainly, the Soviet
Union is concerned about the rapproche
ment between China and the Un.ited
States. and also about the beginnings
o! future China-Japan relations. It is at
times like that, however, that Japan’s
response must be more than a very nar
row nationalism whose perspective fo・
cuses immediately on “Afte1· Okinawa,
the northern islands.” While territor匂l
problems must be taken into considera
tion, Japan’s fo1·eign policy outlook
must be broad�r than that. It is abso
lutely necessary to create relations with
the Soviet Union that are truly estab
lished and opened. Here, we must read
careftllly into the subtle change in the
position of the Soviet Union.
This last Febl'tlary, First Section
Chief in charge of Southeas� Asian Af
fairs Miyake and a delegation went to
visit Hanoi in· an attempt to open com
munication. Afte1· that, we witnessed
the declaration of the establishment of
relations with Mongolia, informal con
tact by the Ministry oj International
Trade an? Industry officials with high
level officials of North Korea, and other
significant events. Along with the pre・
dieted recognition of Bangladesh, these
are signs of change and new direction
in the thinking of our Foreign l\'Iinis
try. I, myself, since last year, have writ
ten about the possibiliti�s inherent in
this kind of roundabout diplomacy, call-
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ing it “pluralistic diplomacy.” Such
diplomacy must be based 01i well-cmト
sb・ucted planning, of course, but it also
involves the potential risk of inviting
unnecessarily negative repercussions
from China. It is thus imperative that
“pluralistic diplomacy" be based on
ideals appropriate to Japan in a new
age. Only then will Japan be confid�nt
enough to assert herself vis-a-vis China
in the international sphere.
To what extent have the Japanese
government and the Foreign Ministry
become aware of this necessity? To
what extent are they capable of analyz
ing ways to handle the fluid intel'l1a
tional situation and to formulate new
concepts of foreign policy? We have

reason to be sceptical on these points.
As already shown，‘however, the chang
ing international relations, wider for
eign policy options, all add up to an
e内r greater need to create a more flex
ible foreign policy position for Japan.
That flexibility must then be mobilized
to check the increase of tensions on
many sides that are p1·edicted in Asia’s
future. Only by making steady, step-by
step cumulative efforts to freeze those
tensions can Japan hope to gradually
dissolve the mistaken images surround
ing this country. I believe that effort
will pay off in the long l'Un, toward de
veloping and straightening out our re
Iations with China as well.

YUi·αGUNI
Kawabata Ynsunari
Three hours be/ore
In his bored.oni,
he moved itis index. finger bαck
α.nd /01・th and o
l oked αt it,
Strange thαt
Ultimαtely only this finget
Remembered ψividly
the woman he wαs to meet,
And the more he st1・uggled to cl α
e 7・ly
b1ゴW her to mind
bi the ψαgueαnd fading
'ltn.1・eli，αbility of memo1・U
Only this finge·r
eψen 1iow dα.mp with he1・to・uch
Seemed to d1 ・aw him close to heγ80
fa1· off,
An.d he bγought it志o his 110se,
fried to s1neU it,
Then s udden ly drewαlineαcross the
1window
And α wo mα旬、 eye
elem・ly loomed be/01・e him.
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